
Every Night 231 

Chapter 231: Breaking Up the Group 

 

Jordan Bennett tentatively asked, “I heard Daniel was injured, aren’t you with him in the hospital?” 

 

Olivia Jenkins’s face didn’t show any unusual expressions, she continued eating as if nothing happened. 

 

Still making her emotions unreadable. 

 

“Yes, he is injured, but it doesn’t stop me from eating! He’s not a child, he doesn’t need around-the-

clock care.” 

 

“Did you two have a fight?” Jordan Bennett was about to light a cigarette. 

 

realizing this is a non-smoking area, he puts the cigarette back, enduring, his soft gaze still on Olivia 

Jenkins. 

 

Olivia Jenkins smiled faintly, and joked, “I won’t quarrel with him casually. On the other hand, he loves 

to show off and attract attention. He doesn’t feel right if he doesn’t love himself for a day.” 

 

Jordan Bennett also chuckled at Olivia Jenkins’ straightforwardness. 

 

He prepared some sauce and brushed two slices of beef to eat. 

 

Olivia Jenkins paused and watched Jordan Bennett with fascination, “Just now, I met with Mr. Shaw 

from Cool Company. He didn’t dare to finalize a deal of 1.5 billion with me to sign the rights of the film 

and television library. He said I should talk to his boss, who is in the hospital.” 

 

Jordan Bennett pursed his lips slightly, his deep eyes slightly narrowed, “So you already know. Sorry, I 

didn’t mean to hide it from you. Maybe he really is doing what’s best for you. There’s no harm in your 

cooperation with him.” 



 

“Did I put you in an awkward position?” 

 

Jordan Bennett shook his head, “Some plans, tactics, he is better than me. He is more visionary than 

me.” 

 

“Does the Jenkins Group still have a chance to work with the Bennett Group?” Olivia Jenkins asked 

seriously, and Jordan Bennett also didn’t want to hurt her. 

 

Jordan Bennett was also somewhat hesitant. 

 

“If you can sign the distribution rights of Cool Company, Bennett Group will cooperate with Jenkins 

Group. You’ll have to find him. If you don’t cooperate with him, will he give you the distribution rights of 

Cool Company? 

 

Olivia Jenkins pursed her lips, and closed her eyes. 

 

She sighed slightly, then she took the canned cola and drank a few sips. 

 

Olivia Jenkins didn’t care about her image, she just belched in front of Jordan 

 

Bennett. 

 

In an instant, Jordan Bennett smiled faintly. He quite liked Olivia Jenkins’ casualness. 

 

“President Bennett, let’s eat, our last breakup dinner.” “Have you decided to cooperate with Daniel?” 

 

“I haven’t decided yet, I’ll see tomorrow. But I can understand your predicament. If you insist on 

cooperating with Jenkins Group, Marshall Corporation won’t give up easily, maybe they’ll even implicate 

you.” 

 



A trace of indifferent smile crossed Jordan Bennett’s face, “Did Benjamin tell you? He wants to 

cooperate with you!” 

 

Olivia Jenkins was eating beef, she just nodded gently. 

 

Looking at Olivia Jenkins, Jordan Bennett’s deep eyes were full of sharpness, his expression was also 

somewhat serious. “To be honest with you, it’s not that I don’t want to help you. But in all aspects, 

Daniel’s investment of two billion is the best outcome. Mr. Alexander Marshall wants the Jenkins Group, 

but he can’t completely have it because the Jenkins Group is in Daniel’s hands. As long as you don’t 

divorce, Jenkins Group is yours. No matter what method Benjamin 

 

Davis uses, he can’t snatch it away, and Matthew Marshall also loses.” Olivia Jenkins understood what 

Jordan Bennett said, but she didn’t want to be tied to Daniel for the rest of her life. 

 

That’s why she has been hesitating and looking for other solutions. 

 

Obviously, Daniel pushed her to this point, he wanted to keep her for life, he wanted her to 

compromise. 

 

“The Marshall family never accepted me and forced me to divorce,” Olivia sneered. 

 

The color of Jordan Bennett’s eyes slightly changed, “Knowing Daniel, he won’t divorce. Actually, you 

don’t have to worry so much, with Daniel, you can completely ignore other things. You married Daniel, 

not the Marshall family. 

 

You don’t need to care about the Marshall family’s feelings..” 


